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BREAKING
BARRIERS
By RaeAnn Slaybaugh

A Church Executive expert roundtable devoted
to achieving accessible, inclusive churches
OUR ROUNDTABLE PANEL

Truly accessible churches accommodate all worshippers.
If members or guests can’t hear the sermon, they’re likely to
start going to a different church — or, worse, stop attending
services altogether.
That’s why Church Executive has placed a premium of
covering the topic of hearing-accessible, inclusive worship.
Here, a panel of experts in this field explains why it’s so
critical to be proactive — and how to take the first steps in a
hearing-accessible direction.
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What risks does a church face if it fails to proactively
plan to accommodate worshippers with hearing loss?
Jensen: Loss of message and potential members. Perhaps
more importantly, though, is the self-detachment that a
person with hearing loss may engage in as a result of his or
her disability.
Papageorge: I agree: People will stop going to worship
services. But, it’s important to point out that this risk isn’t
exclusive to a certain demographic or age group.
Ogiba: True. In any community, about 20 percent of the
population has hearing loss. On a national basis, there are
some 48 million of us. Our soft research says people can miss
anywhere from 20 percent to 50 percent of what’s said at
worship services. So, a significant number start cutting back,
or going to church less often.
It’s a big loss — but also a big opportunity if you’re one
of the churches in your community that takes an extra step
towards hearing accessibility.
McKinley: In some cases, we also see a migration from
one church — which doesn’t offer assistive listening systems
— to another church that does.
Beckman: Obviously, a church is a community that
wants to be inclusive, whether it’s for people with hearing
loss or any other kind of disability.
Keone: We all talk about attendance dropping off; but,
I really think it’s more complex an equation. If a church is
growing, it might not even know it’s losing those people. So,
a church is at risk just by not understanding its membership
and their needs, especially related to hearing accessibility.
Braun: If a church that’s subject to Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations for hearing assistance
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doesn’t satisfy those requirements, it runs the risk of individuals
reporting the non-compliance to the ADA. When a complaint is
registered, it is — minimally — bad PR for the church that could
result in loss of members. An unresolved complaint may also force
a church into a timeline for compliance in order to avoid fines or
a lawsuit.
Payne: The risk is that the sermon will not be understood or
potentially not heard. Most of my clients are incorporating hearing
assistance systems retroactively. So, generally, they’re reaching out to
us because their congregations are getting older and can’t hear as well.
Sometimes, these people would otherwise stop attending the church
service. Other times, they might say there’s “something wrong” with
the P.A. system when, in fact, there’s something wrong with their
hearing. We’re also seeing lots of younger people developing hearing
loss, as well — loud work environments, military service and so on.
Any noise over 95 decibels sustained for more than 1.5 hours can cause
hearing damage, including a lot of concerts and air shows. Even being
“right up front” during a worship service can be damaging in the long
term if the SPL where you are sitting is high enough.
At what point do churches typically enlist accessible-audio
professionals — like you — for guidance?
Payne: Usually, the church board decides to address hearing
accessibility after there have been complaints about not being able to
hear the sermon. Usually, we first confirm that there’s not a general
audio issue — with a blown or out-of-phase speaker in a speaker
cluster, for example — before moving on to a hearing assistance
options / setup. So, troubleshooting happens first to confirm the
problem isn’t with the PA. Once we’ve confirmed that this is a hearing
assistance scenario, we proceed with discussing the available options.
Jensen: Key factors include suggestions, complaints, referrals, selfadvocacy or a financial gift. Typically, in my experience, the worship
4
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leader, technical director or individual with hearing loss initiates the
call to us for our guidance on a solution.
Braun: There are a few key triggers, in our experience. First, most
churches are exempt from ADA regulations unless they make their
house of worship available to the public — if they rent it out, for
example. Second, if a significant expansion or remodel is in planned; if
more than 65 percent of the space is being reworked, ADA’s regulations
kick in. Finally, members with hearing loss speak up, or poor acoustics
might be an issue. In these spaces, it can be tough to hear because
of background noise and distance to the audio source (even if a
worshipper doesn’t have a hearing problem).
Papageorge: We’re often enlisted when churches want to upgrade
their audio systems, or if there are concerns regarding audio clarity.
Upon further investigation, it might be an acoustically perfect system
— but, the church doesn’t know the history of the hearing loss; namely,
that it has nothing to do with the room. It has nothing to do with the
sound system. It has something to do with my personal hearing loss,
and only direct sound to my ear can fix that.
Ogiba: In my experience, churches need to be approached and
learn about the opportunity that way. They respond well to the idea
that providing access helps them build their congregations. Churches
which offer special needs music programs or even lecture series are
often the most amenable to talking about access and using it in a
proper way.
McKinley: In churches, about 90 percent of our systems are sold
because of a wow! moment. Somebody went to another church’s
worship service and found they’d never heard so well in their life. Then,
he or she brings it — as a gift — to their own church. We’ve worked
with 1,000-seat churches where one check paid for the whole assistive
listening system (ALS).
Papageorge: People with hearing loss are prone to just quietly
churchexecutive.com

enduring their inability to interpret the
worship service. My father-in-law is a classic
example: He not only stopped going to church,
but also to movies, lectures and so on. The day
he got fitted with the proper hearing device
was the day he went back to all of them.
Beckman: If you look at the history of
hearing loss, there’s a whole population of
people — even today — that don’t opt to wear
a hearing aid. They don’t realize they have
hearing loss, or they’re in denial, or they have
higher priorities. Or, they see having hearing
loss as some kind of personal failure. It’s why
they call it “the invisible disability.”
So, there’s a large segment of the
population that can be served, some of
whom don’t even have hearing aids. It’s at
the root of why all of us on this roundtable
want to get our products in their hands — so
they can have those wow! moments.
Ogiba: [Beckman] is correct. While 48
million people in this country have hearing
loss, 41 million are basically doing nothing
about it. But, we’re seeing all sorts of new,
fabulous assistive listening devices come to
market. A hearing loop system, for example
— once people try it, they’re often encouraged
to get the treatment they need. One of the
most interesting facets of a loop system is that
you don’t need a hearing aid to try it. People
can become aware, firsthand, that it’s really
not a “hearing problem” they have — it’s an
understanding problem. Usually, the loudness or
volume at the church is fine; it’s the clarity that’s
all mixed up for those of us with hearing loss.
When we miss every third or fourth word, the
Gospel makes no sense. But, when you get the
tools you need — and complement those with
an access system — the world is open to you.
Beckman: We know that only 6 million
of the 27 million people in this country who
could benefit from the use of hearing aids
actually use them. For the most part, hearing
loss is invisible. Often, these people don’t seek
help, and denial of the problem is common.
Braun: Additionally, about 15 percent of
Americans ages 15-29 have some kind of highfrequency hearing loss. If you put everyone
with hearing issues in one place, it would be
the biggest state in the U.S.

McKinley: So often, we contend with a psychology of “ticking the box.” In a church, it comes
down to a decision between committing to care about all the users of these systems, or to simply
tick the box that says, “We’re accessible.” You can do the latter with minimal amount of work,
for a minimal amount of money. But, it doesn’t always come down to minimums.
Papageorge: I would like to discuss something that most churches may not consider,
and that’s to help the congregation become more aware of ALS availability. Whether it’s
a megachurch or your local 150-seat parish, amazing technology is available for assistive
listening. Prepare the volunteer staff to know where the assistive-listening components are
located and how to use them.
Payne: Ask the congregation if there are any problems with anyone hearing the sermon.
Then, see how many of them would be interested in using a hearing assistance system.
Evaluate the possibility of neckloops instead of headphones / earphones for people with
tele-coil equipped hearing aids. Next, refer to the ADA guidelines to see what the “standard
recommendation” is for the amount of receivers for your facility. Take an inventory of your

How can a church evaluate if its current
audio setup is accommodating to
members with hearing loss?
Jensen: A church must understand
that loudness doesn’t equate to hearing
accessibility. People with hearing loss need
clear, intelligible audio.
churchexecutive.com
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existing hearing assistance system and determine where you are short.
If you are integrating a new hearing assistance system, determine if
you have an available output(s) on the audio mixer. If there are multiple
outputs available, I recommend using a dedicated pre-fader auxiliary
output. This will provide an isolated mix to just the hearing assistance,
allowing it to be adjusted separately from the rest of the PA — basically
creating a hearing assistance “mix.” Determine the type of connectivity
on the existing mixing console (Balanced vs. Unbalanced). We always
prefer Balanced (Pro) connections to Unbalanced (Consumer) connections
as they provide rejection to EMI / RFI noise.
Ogiba: It really starts, for me, with the consumer. The majority of
people who have hearing aids see that as a final solution. So, many are
disappointed when their hearing isn’t restored to what it was when
they were 18. Most don’t realize there’s all this added technology that
really can complement what they already have.
I’m a perfect example. I wear a hearing aid and have an implant,
but I would not survive without eight or nine other devices. I
couldn’t enjoy meetings without a loop system, and the same
goes for attending services at my church. I would miss movies
without the captions. I would not be participating in this phone
call right now if I didn’t have a caption phone. The list goes on.
For more insight on hearing technology and support for individual
consumers, visit Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA) at
www.hearingloss.org.
What are some ways a church can effectively let people know
hearing-accessible options are available?
Keone: As vendors, technologists and advocates of these systems,
I’m going to make a blanket statement: I think we do a very poor job of
this, frankly. We tend to sell our technology and move on the next deal.
I think all of us could do a better job of helping the churches. While
many of them are great marketers, many others are not.
Papageorge: It’s also about coordinating with organizations like
the HLAA. It’s amazing when you start to connect the audiologists
to churches, A/V integrators and consultants. Many times, I find
audiologists who are unaware of the t-coil option for hearing aids,
which is essential for loop solutions. Oftentimes, we have to increase
awareness together to make a difference.
But again, bringing all the parties together for awareness of what?
It’s not about the equipment; it’s about solutions. Who cares what
technology is used as long as it helps those with hearing loss while
expanding the awareness to reach others in need.
An implementation of an ALS solution needs to assure the church
that their service schedule will not be interrupted, which is a typical
concern for hearing loop systems. We always ensure that our team
of certified loop installers are prepared to install loop systems to the
IEC60118 standard within the scheduled time allowed.
Ogiba: We went from zero to well over 100 looped facilities in
Sarasota in less than two years, and most of them were churches.
Yes, the signage somewhere near the front door was a piece of the
puzzle. Yes, something in the church bulletin was a piece of the
puzzle. But by far, the most important piece was giving the ushers
some basic training.
Beckman: Love the suggestion of usher training. We do workshops
with church audio guys across the nation to teach them and their
churches how to make [audio accessibility] part of the worship service.
There’s a lot of creative ways to make it something that feels like a
mission, not a burden.
6
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Jensen: Signage and word of mouth are also very effective methods
of communicating the availability of hearing-assist systems.
Payne: Once the hearing assistance system is installed, I recommend
putting a “standing announcement” in the weekly church bulletin,
as well as a sign on the wall near the entrance to the facility. Many
manufacturers include a wall sign with the system for this purpose.
If you have ushers, etc., advise them of the availability of the system
and educate them on how to deploy it successfully. Of course, having
the pastor make an announcement prior to the service is always a good
idea, too.
Ogiba: Getting the system right is incredibly important. But once
that’s accomplished, the best marketing tool I’ve seen is when the
pastor talks about the fact that a hearing loop, for example, is available.
What are some of the most common barriers churches with
existing facilities face when trying to accommodate worshippers
with hearing loss?
Papageorge: A church wants to make sure it’s not interrupting its
services. And sometimes, it’s a challenge to secure the funds and get
buy-in.
McKinley: One barrier is lack of awareness of the issue. I was
at a meeting recently with a 1,700-seat church. The pastor said, “I
don’t know three people who have hearing aids in my church.” After
I picked myself up off the floor, I said, “Either that, or your church
is so loud that they’ve all decided to go home because they can’t
experience the service.”
Interestingly, when we walked out into the lobby, there were four
visitors, all of them wearing hearing aids. I think it shocked him to
know that those people probably wouldn’t stay or participate due to a
lack of accessibility.
Beckman: Another barrier is architectural. Sometimes, a building
itself — depending on the kind of technology they’re looking at —
presents barriers.
Papageorge: I really believe this is where technology can help.
There’s a solution for every church. Granted, we’ve installed thousands
of loop systems, but there are churches with architectural issues where
a loop system isn’t technically possible. We have suggested alternative
technologies to solve the problem, including Infrared, RF and WiFi,
but even these need to be applied correctly. Our new IDSP solution
addresses the ease of dispensing and equipment maintenance in
addition to greatly enhancing the overall personal church experience.
The iDSP integrated neck loop / lanyard gives T-coil hearing aid users a
listening experience comparable to an installed hearing loop. This new
receiver works with any standard 72 MHz RF system on the market;
and by adding these new receivers, it can change the performance of
any ALS system without replacing it.
What technologies are churches implementing to overcome
these barriers?
Jensen: There are a variety of technologies to choose from — installed
loop systems, infrared systems, RF systems, closed-captioning systems,
WiFi systems. Each system offers unique benefits. Depending on
the church’s needs, one system might prove more applicable. For
example, it is very important to keep in mind that there are solutions
outside of the installed loop system. While these systems may be
more discrete in form and function, they often require significant
construction and can be quite costly. As technology advances, I
anticipate great advancements in assistive-listening solutions that will
benefit individuals with hearing loss.
churchexecutive.com

Braun: Our Hearing HotSpot™ WiFi live audio streaming
technology is appealing because it’s discrete and leverages the
devices worshippers already have: Apple and Android smartphones.
There are no sanitary issues; they can use their own earbuds.
And, the process is as simple as connecting to WiFi, downloading
an app, and picking a channel. They know what channel to use
because worship leaders announce it; promotional materials are
also available from our company, as is simple signage. This tool is
also used often for language interpretation.
As a bonus, this gives church leaders the ability to push messages
directly to the users of this technology, or the “app owners.”
Beckman: It’s also very scalable. Keep in mind that a church’s
existing WiFi setup might need to be upgraded. And, in a stadium-size
worship space, the initial investment might be significantly more.
Ogiba: I think it is incumbent upon us to focus on the right
numbers; it’s not just a function of cost.
In my own community here, there are 135,000 people with hearing
loss. I know a great number of them have cut back significantly — and
even stopped — going to services.
It’s very easy to catch people with hearing loss’s attention if you’re a
church that’s actively marketing its assistive listening offerings. It can
attract some 20 percent of the population that might be ignoring the
church simply because they don’t understand what’s being said there.
Payne: With infrared (IR) systems, the receiver and transmitter
have to be able to “see” each other without obstructions. So, they’re
mostly contained — as with corporate boardrooms, courtrooms
and hotel meeting spaces. With FM systems, users have to “dial in”
to use them within about a 1,000-foot range from the transmitter.
FM Systems do “punch through walls,” unlike IR systems. Given

churchexecutive.com

their signal-to-noise ratio, many people say induction loops
offer great sound, which can help justify their expense. But,
given technological advancements in IR and FM systems, I don’t
completely agree.
Are there discrete ways to accommodate worshippers with
hearing loss — again with “inclusion” being the ultimate goal?
Beckman: It’s really a mind-set of incorporating hearing
accessibility into your church’s small groups everything it does.
Braun: So often, accessibility tools aren’t even fired up, let alone
promoted. Roughly 20 percent of the American population 12 and older
has some kind of hearing loss.
Payne: There are some options for listening that include headphones
/ earphones or neckloops. The most discrete is probably to use an
inductive loop system and have the listener wear a tele-coil equipped
hearing aid, but I’ve found the majority of listeners do not have telecoil-equipped hearing aids, and the cost / installation of an inductive
loop system can be prohibitive. So, the next option is a mono in-earbud
used with an FM / IR or Inductive Loop System. I have not found
a one-size-fits-all solution — it will depend on what the listener is
comfortable with. I recommend you speak with them about the
headphone / earphone / neckloop options to see what they prefer.
Beckman: We partner with WorshipMD to educate tech people in
churches on the topic of accessibility. It takes one person at a time to
make some progress. It’s a little like evangelizing: Often, it takes the
issue personally affecting you, to make you make someone else aware.
Papageorge: What’s the ultimate discretion? The ability to walk
in and not have to ask for anything. That’s the best solution possible.
When that’s not an option, though, it’s important that pastors know
there’s a solution for every church.
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People living with hearing loss should not
have to give up participating in the things
they love, including attending worship
services. Providing assistive listening
systems in houses of worship keeps people
from feeling isolated from their communities.
This technology also helps these people
connect to the music and messages that
inspire them, which is the most important
reason why a house of worship should
provide it.
Try assistive listening in your house of
worship! For a FREE 30-day trial, visit:
listentech.com/worship
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More mission
than mandate:

examining assistive
listening systems
in churches
By Cory Schaeffer

Sound has the power to move and inspire us. Being able to
hear the things we love — like music or inspirational words
— connects us to more positive human experiences. This is
why sound is so important.
Imagine what it might feel like to experience your day-to-day life without being able to hear
the things you love. You would feel continually left out, frustrated, disconnected and isolated.
You might stop going to the movies, the ballpark, the theater, or to concerts. You might even stop
attending worship services because you can’t quite hear the messages and music that used to
inspire you.
Unfortunately, due to hearing loss and the noisy world we live in, these feelings are increasingly
more common.
Understanding the scope of hearing loss
Hearing loss affects numerous individuals. In the United States alone, one out of five adults
suffers with it to some degree. That equates to tens of millions of people.
As hearing loss develops, many people isolate themselves from the social activities that they
once loved. This doesn’t have to be the norm. Along with other technologies — hearing aids and
cochlear implants, for example — assistive listening systems can help people with hearing loss
feel less isolated in public spaces and other environments where listening might be difficult.
Much like wheelchair ramps and Braille signs, assistive listening systems are a requirement
of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In any space where sound is integral, an assistive
listening system is required by law. This means assistive listening systems are required in places
like theaters, auditoriums, classrooms and more.
There are, of course, some exemptions to the list of places that are required to provide assistive
listening to patrons. For example, houses of worship throughout the United States are typically
exempt. There are some states, however, that require churches to provide assistive listening systems.
These states fall into what is known as an authority having jurisdiction, or AHJ. (California — one
of these states — uses the California Building Code, or CBC, to outline requirements for assistive
listening systems rather than the ADA.)
Regardless of compliance laws, many houses of worship provide assistive listening systems
to their congregants — because it’s the right thing to do. This technology helps people feel less
isolated and more connected to their communities, which increases church attendance.
churchexecutive.com
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Whether they’re newly built or older structures, houses of worship
often have many acoustic challenges, including background noise,
reverberation, far distances from the speaker to the congregation,
and noisy HVAC systems. These challenges present tremendous
difficulties for people with hearing loss—hence the need for assistive
listening technology.
Assistive listening options, explained
There are three types of assistive listening technology: radio frequency
(RF), infrared (IR), and hearing loop (also known as induction loop). While
each of these technologies works differently, each of them helps provide
people with hearing loss better listening experiences in situations where
it’s difficult for them to hear.
Radio frequency (RF) systems transmit a sound signal using technology similar
to an FM radio. They deliver sound via radio frequencies to a personal
receiver worn by a congregant. The biggest advantage of an RF system
is that there’s no line of sight required, as this type of sound signal can
travel through walls and barriers, such as columns, which can be common
structures in many houses of worship. This technology also covers a wide
area, both indoors and outdoors. It’s typically the least expensive type of
assistive listening system to install.
Infrared (IR) systems use light to transmit an audio signal to a personal receiver,
much like a TV remote control transfers a signal to change a channel. The biggest
advantage of an IR system is privacy. Since it uses light, the sound signal
cannot leave the room in which it’s being transmitted — light can’t travel
through walls. This type of system is advantageous in houses of worship that
need to broadcast simultaneous signals in different areas. It’s also beneficial
for language interpretation purposes.
Hearing loops provide congregants with a discreet listening experience. Users
don’t have to wear a personal receiver, as long as they have a telecoilequipped hearing aid or cochlear implants; a hearing loop will transmit
the sound signal directly to their devices with their own personal settings.
Hearing loops can also be used, as needed, with receivers for people who
don’t have hearing aids, cochlear implants, or telecoils in their devices.
This type of assistive listening technology is easy to maintain once it’s
installed, as it doesn’t require a lot of extra equipment or upkeep.
10
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This insightful video — featuring Dr. Juliette Sterkens, AuD, an HLAA
National Hearing Loop Advocate — details why architects should consider
audio in design.

Keeping people connected to what they love
People living with hearing loss should not have to give up participating
in the things they love, including attending worship services. Providing
assistive listening systems in houses of worship keeps people from feeling
isolated from their communities.
This technology also helps these people connect to the music and
messages that inspire them, which is the most important reason why a
house of worship should provide it.
Cory Schaeffer is VP of Business Development and an assistive listening
expert at Listen Technologies in Bluffdale, UT. For more than a decade, Listen
Technologies has brought power and clarity to the sounds that enrich lives — by
overcoming the challenges of noise, distance, lively debate and hearing loss to
deliver precise and personalized audio in any setting or environment. To learn
more about Listen Technologies, check out this brief video.
churchexecutive.com
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Know?
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One in ﬁve American Adults
has hearing loss?

Assistive Listening Helps People Listen to Inspiration
Providing an assistive listening system in your house of worship can:
• Make sure that everyone hears your inspiring messages and music
• Increase the attendance and sense of community
• Help people with hearing loss feel less isolated

Three Types of Assistive Listening Systems
Which One is Right for You?
Radio Frequency (RF)
• Works like a radio to deliver sound to a congregant’s receiver
• No line-of-site issues; covers wide area indoors and outdoors
• Typically the least expensive assistive listening system

Infrared (IR)
• Uses light like a TV remote control to deliver sound to a congregant’s receiver
• Biggest advantage is privacy—light cannot travel through walls
• Great for simultaneous broadcasts and language interpretation

Hearing Loop
• Congregants can use their own telecoil-equipped devices as receivers
• Provides discrete and personal listening experiences
• Can be used with other types of receivers, as well as for people without telecoils

©2014 Listen Technologies Coporation All rights reserved.
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Many congregations are
reaching out to those with
hearing loss.
By Stephen O. Frazier and the Rev. Dr. Peter Frazier-Koontz

For a growing number of the faithful, more than simply
having an ear is needed to hear the Word.
It’s estimated that more than 40 million Americans have some degree
of hearing loss. And, contrary to popular belief, more than 65 percent of
them are under retirement age. More than half of those over 75 have a
hearing loss, but there’s a significant portion of the nation’s teenagers also
have hearing loss.
Although those with hearing loss might still be able to hear in one-onone conversations and some other settings, hearing and understanding
in churches — especially those that are large and have considerable
reverberation — can be difficult, or even impossible. Hearing aids and a
good PA system might help some; for others, something more is called for.
For a growing number of Presbyterian congregations around the
country, that “something more” is a hearing loop.
• In New Mexico, the leaders of Saint Andrew and Rio Rancho Presbyterian
have reached out to their members with hearing loss by installing
hearing loops. The Placitas church is the latest of several Presbyterian
congregations in Greater Albuquerque that have installed or are planning
to install a loop in the sanctuary.
• In Wisconsin, the number of looped churches is nearly 300 and includes
Presbyterian churches in Appleton, Fond du Lac, Kiel, Marshfield,
Neenah/Menasha, Omro and Racine.
• On the Western shore of Michigan, the number of looped churches is
nearly as high.
• The greater Chicago area has recently become a hotbed of hearing
loop activity.
• Meanwhile, in Nebraska, Eastridge Presbyterian in Lincoln and Dundee
Presbyterian in Omaha are the state’s pioneers of the technology.
• Another recent addition to the list of looped churches is First Presbyterian
Church in Fort Wayne, IN. Church leaders there followed the advice of the
Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA) to “Get In the Hearing
Loop” when they installed a loop in their sanctuary.
How a hearing loop works
A hearing loop is nothing more than a thin, insulated copper wire that
surrounds the sanctuary — or, in a larger church, is placed in a grid pattern
throughout the sanctuary. Installation can be under the mop board, under
the carpeting, or hidden in a variety of other ways. It’s connected to an
amplifier plugged into the church’s existing sound system; or, if no sound
system previously existed, it can become that system. That wire loop
12
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In New Mexico, the leaders of Saint Andrew Presbyterian Church have reached
out to their members with hearing loss by installing hearing loops.

silently transmits the sound emanating from the various microphones in
the church as an electromagnetic signal that goes directly to the telecoils in
most hearing aids and cochlear implants, where it’s turned back into sound.
Users’ hearing aids correct the sound being received to match the
pattern of their specific audiogram. For those who don’t have telecoilequipped hearing aids, receivers with headsets are available, just as with
FM or Infrared (IR) systems.
Right now, many hearing aid wearers might not even know if they
have telecoils. Most of them are so equipped, as they’re usually included
when most hearing aids are manufactured. However, the telecoils might
never have been activated by the dispenser because there was little local
opportunity to use them.
That has changed.
With the growing popularity of hearing loops, more and more facilities
around the country display the symbol indicating they’re equipped with a
hearing loop. Though far from complete, websites such as The Center for
Hearing Loss Help list many known locations.
In the 2014 Consumer’s Guide to Hearing Aids (with the exception of 51
styles of completely “invisible,” in-the-ear-canal hearing aids), more than
80% of the remaining 401 styles from all manufacturers have been, or
can be, fitted with telecoils. Any dispensing audiologist or hearing aid
specialist can fit people with this technology.
churchexecutive.com

In response to the growing popularity and
use of telecoils, manufacturers are even adding
that capability to some of the very small hearing
aids that simply can’t contain even the smallest
telecoils. Some manufacturers have added
telecoils to what are called gateway devices,
or “streamers,” that pick up and transmit
sound to hearing aids via a new Bluetooth
technology, allowing users to access the loop
signal in church, the opera house, the city
council chamber, and even — soon — in the U.S.
Supreme Court chamber.
Some churches have reported that only a
few hearing aid users initially used their loop
system. But, as word spread, more and more
members got hearing aids and ensured they
had telecoils.
Ginny Will — a big fan of the Fort Wayne,
IN hearing loop installation we mentioned
before — explained her appreciation to the local
newspaper in this way: “What happens is, the
only sound you get is what the speaker is ‘saying’
into the system — no echoes, no people sneezing
or coughing. That’s what makes it so good.”
Othel Moore moved to Albuquerque, NM,
to be near her children. For several years, she
attended services at Christ United Methodist
Church because she was comforted by the sense of
fellowship it gave her. “But, I never heard anything
in the service,” she said.
After the church was looped, Moore reported,
“It’s fantastic — I can hear everything going on.”

Magazine, Advance for Audiologists, and The
Christian Science Monitor.
The Rev. Peter Frazier-Koontz is a retired
Presbyterian minister and former Executive
Presbyter for Homestead Presbytery in
Southeast Nebraska. He has hearing loss and
played a crucial role in the looping of Eastridge
Presbyterian in Lincoln, NE, before his retirement
to New Mexico, where he has played a similar
role in the planned looping of the Placitas, NM
Presbyterian Church.

Above: St. Michael and All Angels Episcopal
Church is among the nearly three dozen known
looped churches in Albequerque, NM. It was
looped pro bono by retired radio engineer Mike
Langner. (Photo courtesy of St. Michael and All
Angels Episcopal Church)

Weighing the costs
The cost of looping a church can vary greatly,
depending on whether it supplements an
existing public address system or requires a firsttime investment in microphones, loudspeakers
and all the other accoutrements of a fully
functional assistive listening system. It can be
the church’s only system, or it can supplement
an FM or IR system.
The best time to install a loop is during
actual construction or remodeling; but, most
installations have been made by adapting the
installation to existing conditions.
To learn more about hearing loop
technology, the most comprehensive website
is HearingLoop.org. Two other helpful
websites are Hearing Loss Association
of America’s (HLAA) and the American
Academy of Audiology.
Stephen Frazier, a Hearing Loss Support
Specialist, is the New Mexico Chapter
Coordinator for the Hearing Loss Association
of America (HLAA) and chair of the Loop New
Mexico Committee. He is a member of the
national HLAA “Get in The Hearing Loop” task
force and also serves on the national HLAA
Hearing Loop Steering Committee. He serves on
the New Mexico Speech-Language Pathology,
Audiology and Hearing Aid Dispensing Practices
Board and has served those with hearing loss
through a variety of other activities over the
years. His articles on hearing-related issues have
appeared in such publications at Hearing Loss
churchexecutive.com

Las Placitas Presbyterian Church in Placitas,
NM, was looped in November 2014. (Photo
courtesy of the Rev. Peter Frazier-Koontz)
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All are welcome here
At Grace Church, ensuring the Message comes
through loud and clear is a top priority.
By RaeAnn Slaybaugh

A 2014 Church Executive “Good Steward”
Award winner in the area of technology,
Grace Church in Eden Prairie, MN, models
a standard for accessibility in
its outreach to individuals with
“In a large space, clarity is a huge
special needs.
For weekly worship, Tech issue,” Hillstrom explains. “We make
Director Troy Hillstrom uses a
a conscious effort to provide the
Williams Sound assistive listening
message to all listeners.”
system consisting of a base station
transmitter and personal receivers
for listeners. He says it’s a necessity — not
only for those with hearing loss, but also for
language access / translation in the 4,200seat worship center.
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For language translation in the youth ministry, he uses portable
body pack transmitters and headset and lapel microphones. In the
Hispanic youth ministry, personal receivers are used. Even overseas
missionaries benefit from assistive listening technology; they use it for
language translation.
“[Hillstrom] mentioned that when they hand out the receivers in the
worship center, people are usually shocked to have something available
to help them. They’re happy, and they come back,” adds Janet Beckman,
vice president of marketing for Williams Sound. “One gentleman keeps
his receiver because he uses it every week. When [Hillstrom] glances over
to see him using it, he’s smiling and he’s engaged. That’s the payoff.”
Here, Beckman tells us more about what makes this church so inclusive.
When you call Grace Church “progressive,” what makes you use
that word in particular?
Beckman: Grace Church is forward-thinking in the way it reaches out
to impact the world for Christ. Through the wide range of ministries,
it’s leading the way when it comes to not just being a big building where
people come together. As [Hillstrom] stated, “The church is supposed to
meet people’s needs.”
The assistive listening system is a big part of their progressiveness. They
get it. They know that if people who come to their church can’t understand
what’s being said, what’s the point? [Hillstrom] stated that while the
system is required by law, it’s more than that — it’s really a necessity.
What type of assistive listening system is available in the
main sanctuary?
Beckman: The Personal PA™377 FM Assistive Listening System. It
consists of one base station transmitter (PPA T35) and Personal PA Select
(PPA R37) receivers for listeners. The system was installed in August 2002.
What was the impetus for its installation?
Beckman: In various listening situations, background noise,
reverberation and distance from the sound source can make hearing the
intended program or individual difficult — not only for an individual
with a hearing loss, but for the general population. Often, a hearing aid
churchexecutive.com

or an implant isn’t enough for these settings. Assistive listening systems
allow the individual listener to sit anywhere in the coverage area using
a FM receiver to hear crystal-clear sound directly from the sound source.
As Troy has noted: “In a large space, clarity is a huge issue. It’s hard to
achieve clarity of sound at the same level for everyone. If it’s too loud,
people tune out. If it’s too soft, people can’t hear. Grace Church makes a
conscious effort to provide the message to listeners so it doesn’t get lost.
What kinds of tools is the church using for language translation in
the youth ministry?
Beckman: The church uses the Williams Sound FM portable body pack
transmitters, (PPA T36), headset and lapel microphones, and the Personal
PA Select receivers (PPA R37) for the individuals listening to interpretation
in their Hispanic youth ministry.
How does the church market the availability of these tools?
Beckman: Signage is placed in the worship center, which seats 4,200,
and in the chapel, which seats 400. The church will also be using a preservice slide announcing availability of the assistive listening receivers to
its congregation for future services.
Are there other ways — aside from the ALS in the main sanctuary
and language interpretation for the youth ministry — in which
Grace Church accommodates individual with special needs?
Beckman: Grace Church reaches people with special needs in many
ways. In particular, its Mission program uses a Williams Sound Personal
PA FM portable body pack transmitter (PPA T36) and Personal PA Select
Receivers (PPA R37) on missions trips to assist in language translation in
their overseas missions.
The church also provides Spanish interpretation in its large worship
center as a part of the weekly worship service offerings.
Additionally, Grace Church reaches individuals with special needs
through other programs such as the Barnabas program, which helps families
with children with special needs. They also have a community dinner on
Thursday evenings to serve those in need in the suburban area.
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The cost of

ACCESSIBILITY
By Linda S. Remensnyder, Au.D., CCC-A, Doctor of Audiology

Assistive listening systems are worth their weight in gold in terms of ensuring members’ accessibility
and engagement in the worship service. Even so, these systems typically cost thousands of dollars.
However, I know of four different ways church clients have rallied together to raise the necessary
funds. Fortunately, these churches don’t usually have to strike out on their own when it comes to
raising money for a hearing loop. Most doctors of audiology who endorse looping generally put on
educational seminars for their patients, acquainting them with the technology. The presentation is
always in a looped environment, so listeners can perceive for themselves the incredible enhancement
in audibility.
In fact, I have co-led a presentation for Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA) members
in a looped library auditorium. Rabbis, priests and ministers were invited. Once patients hear the
difference for themselves, some just pay for the [church hearing loop] installation as part of their tithe.
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3 success stories
St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church (Round Lake, IL)
St. Joseph’s sold brass pew tags representing bearing the names of
congregation members who donated to the loop effort. The church is in a
relatively poor area of suburban Chicago and has many Hispanic members
— some of whom don’t speak English as their primary language. At least
one of the daily Masses is conducted in Spanish.
Additionally, many laborers among the parishioners didn’t have the
personal resources to fund the loop. Instead, they actively participated by
donating their expertise and brawn to remove the pews and pull up the
flooring for the hearing loop installation.
Partial private funding
As the founder and owner of a private practice in audiology, established
in 1980, I knew my patients needed hearing loop technology for enhanced
audibility in their respective places of worship.
Time and again, I asked them to sit in the front pews, with the pulpit
directly in front of them, so their vision could help them interpret what
they heard. (Lip reading, facial expressions and gestures all help one
“hear.”) My patients refused, for a variety of reasons — bladder problems
that required quick departure; the need for wheelchair access; and the
desire to sit with friends, or in areas where they were the designated ushers
(a common practice in Roman Catholic Churches). The unassailable fact
was that they wanted to sit in certain places because they’d always done
so — and they weren’t about to move now.
So, I paid for the loop drivers in several churches as a gift to my long-term
patients, and to leave a legacy that would outlive my practice ownership.
The churches were responsible for loop installation, which constitutes the
far greater expense. This posture of their need to “buy in” makes them take
ownership for the decision to loop.
When teaching two loop marketing courses for audiologists from
throughout the United States, I encouraged attendees to donate
the loop drivers. I also paid for the loop driver at some local library
auditoriums. The donations were targeted to my patient community,
or sometimes to my personal community — senior citizen gathering
rooms, City Hall and so on.
Memorial fund raising
When my licensed hearing aid dispenser’s father passed away in 2012,
the family requested that all donations be earmarked for a hearing loop.
Gifts were encouraged with a simple message: “In lieu of flowers, and in
fond memory of the deceased, please make your donations to the hearing
loop — St. Martha’s Church in Morton Grove.”
My hearing aid dispenser’s dad had hearing loss prior to passing. Her
mom also has hearing loss, as do five of her siblings. And, her daughter has
a Cochlear Implant.
By ensuring a hearing loop was installed in the church, any hearingimpaired family member who accompanies the widowed grandmother to
a church service can hear the entire service and liturgy.
What a legacy for the family!
A history of listening
To say I’m passionate about hearing loop technology is putting it mildly.
Both Juliette Sterkens, Au.D. — HLAA National Hearing Loop Advocate —
and I received the American Academy of Audiology’s (AAA) Presidential
Award for our efforts on looping.
As one of my patients (a minister’s daughter) once said: “It’s just not right that
— at the twilight of one’s life — they’re deprived of spiritual sustenance.”
Linda S. Remensnyder, Au.D., CCC-A, Doctor of Audiology, is founder and
executive vice president of Hearing Associates, Inc. in Gurnee, IL.
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